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Stroboscope Tuner for ignition angle presetting 
of SRSG's (Synchronous Rotary Spark Gaps) 
 

Functionality: 
The goal of the whole is the adjustment of the ignition angle of the electrodes, so that they cor-
respond to a previous simulation of the TC (approximately). By means of the potentiometer 
Zeiteinstellung (Time adjustment) the positive 50Hz half-wave can be scanned, with a LED 
flash, in reference to the 50Hz (or 60Hz) mains frequency. 
 
The flash duration is externally set to 0.28 ms, so that rotating 5 to 10 mm ø electrodes are 
clearly visible. Now the firing angle can be sampled with the potentiometer Zeiteinstellung 
(time setting) from 0.2 ms to 7.5 ms (about half a positive wave wide). 
The 100div. scale of the time setting can be converted to ms using a calibration table.  
Better: 
• For more accurate measurements with the oscilloscope, use 2 BNC connectors: 
BNC socket 1: sine wave voltage 6V | 11V corresp. to 230V | 400V → 50Hz mains reference. 
BNC socket 2: Ignition settings 0.2ms - 7.5ms about 15V / 0.28ms pulse-width. 

 
Operation: 
• Switch on the device (switch 1) 
• Connect white cable for Prim.HV voltage reference to the TC mains power supply. 
• When power supply TC is switched on, the small red LED lights up. 
• Position the stroboscope power LED for the ignition angle measurement near SRSG. 
• BNC socket 1 Scope: Connect reference sine mains frequency to the oscilloscope. 
• BNC socket 2 Scope: Connect the stroboscope pulse (ignition setting) to the oscilloscope. 
• Strobe power LED lights up. 
• The oscilloscope shows the 50Hz sine wave and the 0.28ms ignition pulse that is  
   proportional to the LED flash duration. 
• With the Zeiteinstellung (time setting), the delay can be set from 0.2ms - 7.5ms, so that 
  the adjustment of the ignition angle of the electrodes corresponds to a previous simulation 
  of the TC. Take the left edge of the pulse as time critical. 
 
Settings on the Rotary: 
The SRSG must be visually accessible so that the LED can illuminate the electrodes, and these 
can be seen as a standing stroboscopic image (For mechanical safety, it may be necessary 
to extend the electrode gap with respect to the stationary electrodes.) 
With the potentiometer time setting you had set the desired firing angle (according to TC 
simulation) above (- "Operation" -). The location in space, where the stroboscopic image 
appears, is therefore also the location where the electrode appears at the set firing angle. 
Therefore, the stationary electrode must be adjusted to this location, or vis à vis thereof, if you 
want to have an ignition at this time. This can be done by displacement of the stationary 
electrode along the rotation circle of the rotating electrodes, or by rotation of the rotating disk 
relative to the motor axis. The resulting setting is approximate, because the sparks jump over 
when approaching from rotating to stationary electrodes. The stationary electrodes should 
therefore be rotated in practice a small distance [mm] in the direction of rotation of the electrode 
disc, compared to the observed angle (alternatively the disk with the flying electrodes can be 
rotated a few [mm], relative to the motor armature, counter the direction of disk rotation). 
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Description of Circuit 
 
AC adapter power source: 
By means of switch 1, the SMPS 230V AC / 15V DC 1A is switched on. 
The voltage regulator LM7805A 15V / 5V is used for the 5V voltage. 
 

Functionality: 
The mains voltage (in phase with the TC supply) is connected by cable to the terminals Prim. 
HV voltage 230V / 400V 50Hz of the apparatus. The two transformers 230V-6V 0.35VA, which 
are primarily connected in series, are supplied with mains voltage via the F1 and F2 fuses. The 
secondary sides of the transformers are connected in parallel and compensated by means of 
C1.2.3.4 = 20.4uF so that one does not detect a phase shift with respect to the mains voltage 
across C1. R1 = 620 ohms serves as base load. The approx. 6 / 11V AC voltage is thus in 
phase with the mains frequency and serves as a phase reference for the position of the 
stroboscope pulse on the time axis. It can be picked up at BNC1 socket reference sine mains to 
the oscilloscope. It also lights the small red LED: TC voltage applied. 
The comparator is controlled via R3 and the 2 diodes D1 and D2 (= input protection) connected 
in anti-parallel. C5, R7 and D4 ensure that each (-) → (+) zero crossing triggers monoflop 2 by a 
short "H" pulse pin +12. With the potentiometer P1 time setting, the delay of 0.2ms - 7.5ms can 
be set, compared to the zero crossing. When the set time has elapsed, the inverted output -2Q: 
Pin 9 becomes "H". C6 triggers monoflop 1: Pin + 4. Output 1Q: Pin 6 becomes "H" and is fed to 
the gate of MOSFET T1. The MOSFET switches, and the LED strobe lights for 0.28ms, and can 
be monitored with the oscilloscope on BNC2 socket, strobe pulse. The lighting duration is fixed, 
with C7 and R9, set to 0.28ms.  
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Bild 2: Schaltschema 
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Eichtabelle für Strobe_SRSG_Tuner

Eichtabelle vom 28.08.2018 für Apparat Uni BE

Zeit [ms] Skala [Skt] Skala.calc D calc-exp Spezialfall - Beispiel:UBTT

0.1 0 11.2 Zeit [ms] Skala [Skt]

0.2 10.5 12.1 4.2 50

0.5 14 15.0

1 19 19.6 0.65

1.5 24 24.3 0.34

2 29 29.0 0.03

2.5 34 33.7 -0.27

3 39.2 38.4 -0.78

3.5 43.8 43.1 -0.69

4 48 47.8 -0.19

4.5 52.2 52.5 0.30

5 57 57.2 0.19

5.5 62 61.9 -0.11

6 66.3 66.6 0.28

6.5 71 71.3 0.27

7 76 76.0 -0.03

7.5 81 80.7

8 86 85.4

8.6 95 91.0

8.7 100 91.9

  Lineare Gl.:  y = ax + b    mit     x [ms], y [Skt]

a = 9.386813  grüne Werte nicht fitten ;  nur die weiss unterlegten Tabellen-Zellen benützen !

b = 10.260440 r = 0.99949607
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